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In the spirit of doing the never been done, with our emphasis on the details, 

this season we are proud to introduce the STAR WARS | Nixon Collection, the 

best watches and accessories in the galaxy. Constructed around decades of 

making the little stuff better, we’re driven to create custom products to reflect 

our unique point of view for the life we live and the life we admire.

 

Translated into a collection of thoughtfully designed watches and accessories, 

the STAR WARS | Nixon Collection looks to honor the legacy and the innovative 

ideas of forward-thinking, game-changing individuals who brought it to life. The 

following pages capture this point of view and showcase the unprecedented 

storytelling that STAR WARS represents in original ways and are unlike anything 

you’ve seen before. Welcome to the new. 



They drive us, we pay attention to them. It’s the intricacies that you may not notice at first glance, 

but can’t be ignored. Created for those who know, these subtleties can be found throughout 

the STAR WARS | Nixon Collection. It’s the design details on the bezel and pushers, dials and 

bands, the color applications and storytelling references found in these details that bring to 

life the unique characteristics only found in the STAR WARS | Nixon Collection. 

Details Matter Most.
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Imperial stormtroopers are highly trained soldiers of the Galactic Empire. These elite 

shock troops are deployed in overwhelming numbers to carry out the Emperor’s will 

and maintain oppressive order throughout the galaxy. Stormtroopers are feared by 

Rebel freedom fighters because of their militaristic obedience and their unwavering 

commitment to the Emperor. Armed with standard Imperial blasters, stormtroopers 

wear anonymous white armor over black body gloves. The two-piece body glove is 

temperature controlled for survival within harsh environments, and the outer armor 

protects from projectile weapons and shrapnel, but provides limited protection from 

blaster fire. A stormtrooper’s suit also contains a utility belt equipped with a comlink, 

grappling hook, handcuff binders, and macrobinoculars.

STORMTROOPER



Stormtrooper

6

The 51-30
Rife with worldly good looks, unrivaled details, and clad durability. 

A172SW

MOVEMENT: Nixon custom Swiss Made quartz 3 hand with analog tide subdial
and a 9-hour crown and pusher placement. 

CASE: 51mm, 300 meter/30 ATM custom solid stainless steel, solid stainless steel unidirectional rotating bezel with 
countdown timer, hardened mineral crystal, triple gasket screw down crown and pusher,

stainless steel screw down caseback and screw pin lugs.

BAND: 25 mm custom solid stainless steel 3 link bracelet with stainless steel double locking clasp with micro adjust.

Design Patents Pending.

Stormtrooper White
2243

51 Mm 300 meter stainless steel case 
with rotating countdown bezel

60 Second sub dial with Imperial logo

Tide sub dial blaster hand with “kill” 
(high tide) and “stun” (low tide) settings

Custom case art back with a famous 
Stormtrooper quote “Move along” 



Stormtrooper

6



Stormtrooper

8

The Ranger
Some of us are born to wander, The Ranger’s rugged construction 

is designed with this in mind.

A506SW

Stormtrooper White
2243

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand movement with date function and crown placement at 4 o’clock.

CASE: 44mm, 100 meter/10 ATM custom stainless steel case with hardened mineral crystal. Unidirectional 
stainless steel bezel, contrast plated stainless steel bezel insert with color fill countdown timer markings.

Custom screw bar lugs, pin lugs, stainless steel double gasket crown, and stainless steel screw down caseback.

BAND: 22mm custom solid stainless steel free-swing 3 link bracelet and solid stainless steel double locking 
clasp with micro adjust.

Design Patents Pending.

Custom bezel geometry inspired by 
Stormtrooper utility belt

Imperial marker at 12 o’clock position

Custom hour and minute hands 
inspired by the Stormtooper’s helmet 
ventilation system

Custom case back with a famous 
Stormtrooper quote “Move along” 



Stormtrooper
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Stormtrooper

9

The Ranger 40
Your full-time soldier’s warning for impending adventure or

 imminent good times. 

A468SW

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand movement and crown placement at 4 o’clock. 

CASE: 40mm, 100 meter/10 ATM custom stainless steel case with hardened mineral crystal. Stainless steel 
bezel, custom screw bar lugs, stainless steel double gasket crown, and stainless steel screw down caseback. 

BAND: 20mm custom solid stainless steel free-swing 3 link bracelet and solid stainless steel double locking 
clasp with micro adjust.

Design Patents Pending.

Stormtrooper White
2243

Custom molded silicone band with 
Imperial logos 

Imperial marker at 12 o’clock position

Custom hour and minute hands 
inspired by the Stormtooper’s helmet 
ventilation system

Custom case back with a famous 
Stormtrooper quote “Move along” 



Stormtrooper
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The Unit
Move along. Stormtrooper bezel design and injection molded silicone 

band, The Unit is a heavy hitter.

A197SW

Stormtrooper White
2243

MOVEMENT: Custom digital module with positive or negative display, 12 or 24 hour time of day, calendar, 
temperature gauge, dual time, countdown timer, chronograph, alarm, and light functions. 

CASE: 44mm, 100 meter/10 ATM, custom injection molded polycarbonate case, fixed polycarbonate bezel, 
hardened mineral crystal, double gasket custom injection molded polycarbonate pushers,

screw down caseback and spring pin lugs. 

BAND: 24mm custom injection molded silicone band with patented locking looper and polycarbonate buckle.

Design Patents Pending.

Custom Stormtrooper bezelInjection molded silicone band 
inspired by the Stormtrooper’s 

protective gear

Imperial logos embossed at the 3 and 
9 o’clock position

Custom case back with a famous 
Stormtrooper quote “Move along” 



Stormtrooper
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Stormtrooper

11

The Unit 40
Heavy power, nimble Stormtrooper inspired design.

A490SW

Stormtrooper White
2243

MOVEMENT: Custom digital module with positive or negative display, 12 or 24 hour time of day, calendar, 
temperature gauge, dual time, countdown timer, chronograph, alarm, and light functions. 

CASE: 40mm, 100 meter/10 ATM, custom injection molded polycarbonate case, fixed polycarbonate bezel, 
hardened mineral crystal, double gasket custom injection molded polycarbonate pushers,

screw down caseback and spring pin lugs.

BAND: 22mm custom injection molded silicone band with patented locking looper and polycarbonate buckle.

Design Patents Pending.

Custom Stormtrooper bezelInjection molded silicone band 
inspired by the Stormtrooper’s 

protective gear

Imperial logos embossed at the 3 and 
9 o’clock position

Custom case back with a famous 
Stormtrooper quote “Move along” 



Stormtrooper
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The Time Teller P
Clean lines cut through cloudy philosophy, while its simple,

high-concept design keeps things precise.

A119SW

Stormtrooper White
2243

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand. 

CASE: 40mm, 100 meter/10 ATM, custom stainless steel core encased in custom injection molded poly- carbonate, 
fixed polycarbonate bezel, hardened mineral crystal, triple gasket molded polycarbonate crown, screw down 

stainless steel caseback encased in custom injection molded polycarbonate, and stainless steel spring pin lugs. 

BAND: 20mm custom injection molded polyurethane band with patented locking looper and polycarbonate buckle.

Design Patents Pending.

Stormtooper icon on locking 
looper post

Custom blaster seconds hand

Custom case back art with a famous 
Stormtrooper quote “Move along” 



Stormtrooper
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Stormtrooper

13

The Small Time Teller P
A shift in scale, this slimmed down version retains elements

of the original for a stark, clean look.

A425SW

Stormtrooper White
2243

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand. 

CASE: 26mm, 100 meter/10 ATM custom stainless steel core encased in custom injection molded polycarbonate, fixed 
polycarbonate bezel, hardened mineral crystal, triple gasket molded polycarbonate crown, screw down stainless steel 

caseback encased in custom injection molded polycarbonate, and stainless steel spring pin lugs. 

BAND: 14mm custom injection molded polyurethane band with patented locking looper and polycarbonate buckle.

Design Patents Pending.

Stormtooper icon on locking 
looper post

Custom blaster seconds hand

Custom case back art with a famous 
Stormtrooper quote “Move along” 



Stormtrooper
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Landlock
Backpack

C1953SW

FEATURES: Tarpaulin backpack with high volume main compartment and easy access side 
entry laptop compartment. Dual clip buckle and cinch closure. Expandable mesh side storage 
pockets and a small zippered watch pocket on top hood closure. Adjustable skate straps with 
hide away garage detail. Custom padded back panel with Imperial logo silkscreen. Padded 

shoulder straps. Custom heat embossed Stormtrooper lining. Internal organization details.
Star Wars x Nixon embossed leather logo detail.

MAIN BODY: 500 x 500D Tarpaulin
LINING: Embossed 210D nylon
BOTTOM: 500 x 500D Tarpaulin
DIMENSIONS: 13” x 5.5” x 19.7”

VOLUME: 33 liters

Stormtrooper White
2243

Internal Print



Stormtrooper
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Stormtrooper

15

FEATURES: Genuine leather wallet with embossed Stormtrooper detail.  Easy 
access currency sleeve and card slots. Snap coin pocket. Internal debossed 

logo detail. Star Wars x Nixon woven label detail. 

FEATURES: Genuine leather wallet with embossed Stormtrooper detail.  Easy 
access currency sleeve and card slots. Mesh ID window. Internal debossed 

logo detail. Star Wars x Nixon woven label detail. 

BUCKLE WIDTH: 5 cm   HEIGHT: 5 cm   STRAP: 3.8 cm
 

FEATURES: 100% Genuine Leather belt with custom molded single prong buckle.  
Stormtrooper embossed detail on strap. Imperial logo detail at strap end

and Nixon metal rivet logo at belt looper. 
 

SIZES: XS-XL

Americana

Arc Showoff

Belt

Bi-Fold Wallet Bi-Fold Wallet

C1408SW

C2257SW C2258SW

Stormtrooper White
2243

Stormtrooper White
2243

Stormtrooper White
2243
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The Empire’s black-suited pilots fly the full range of TIEs, including fighters, bombers, 

interceptors, and experimental models. Only a small minority of cadets in the academy’s 

pilot training program actually graduate with commissions. They comprise an elite class 

within the Imperial Navy and have a notorious superiority complex. Nonetheless, they 

make great sacrifices. TIE fighter pilots are trained to complete their missions at all costs, 

disregarding their own survival.

IMPERIAL PILOT



Imperial Pilot
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The Ranger
A506SW

Imperial Pilot Black
2242

Keeping you on time, no matter how far from home you roam. 

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand movement with date function and crown placement at 4 o’clock. 

CASE: 44mm, 100 meter/10 ATM custom stainless steel case with hardened mineral crystal. Unidirectional stainless 
steel bezel, contrast plated stainless steel bezel insert with color fill countdown timer markings, custom screw bar lugs, 

stainless steel double gasket crown, and stainless steel screw down caseback. 

BAND: 22mm custom solid stainless steel free-swing 3 link bracelet and solid stainless steel double locking
clasp with micro adjust.

Design Patents Pending.

Custom hour and minute hands 
inspired by the Imperial Pilot’s helmet 
ventilation system

Imperial marker at 12 o’clock position

Custom case back art with related to 
the Imperial Pilot “Crash and burn” 



Imperial Pilot
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Imperial Pilot

19

The Ranger 40
A468SW

Imperial Pilot Black
2242

Whichever laws rule, The Ranger 40 is there to assist in your great hunt. 

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand movement and crown placement at 4 o’clock. 

CASE: 40mm, 100 meter/10 ATM custom stainless steel case with hardened mineral crystal. Stainless steel 
bezel, custom screw bar lugs, stainless steel double gasket crown, and stainless steel screw down caseback. 

BAND: 20mm custom solid stainless steel free-swing 3 link bracelet and solid stainless steel double locking 
clasp with micro adjust.

Design Patents Pending.

Custom molded silicone band with 
Imperial logos 

Imperial marker at 12 o’clock position

Custom hour and minute hands 
inspired by the Imperial Pilot’s helmet 
ventilation system

Custom case back art with related to 
the Imperial Pilot “Crash and burn” 



Imperial Pilot
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The Unit
A197SW

Imperial Pilot Black
2242

Crash and burn. Stormtrooper bezel design and imperial logos at the
3 and 9 o’clock positions, The Unit is a heavy hitter. 

MOVEMENT: Custom digital module with positive or negative display, 12 or 24 hour time of day, calendar, 
temperature gauge, dual time, countdown timer, chronograph, alarm, and light functions. 

CASE: 44mm, 100 meter/10 ATM, custom injection molded polycarbonate case, fixed polycarbonate bezel, 
hardened mineral crystal, double gasket custom injection molded polycarbonate pushers,

screw down caseback and spring pin lugs. 

BAND: 24mm custom injection molded silicone band with patented locking looper and polycarbonate buckle.

Design Patents Pending.

Custom Imperial Pilot bezel design Injection molded silicone band with 
Imperial logos

Imperial logos embossed at the 3 and 
9 o’clock position

Custom case back art with related to 
the Imperial Pilot “Crash and burn” 



Imperial Pilot
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Imperial Pilot
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The Unit 40
A490SW

Imperial Pilot Black
2242

Superior functionality, featuring a rotating bezel inspired by Darth 
Vader’s helmet, Death Star marker at the 12 o’clock position, and 
individually numbered to denote the highly limited nature of this watch. 

MOVEMENT: Custom digital module with positive or negative display, 12 or 24 hour time of day, calendar, 
temperature gauge, dual time, countdown timer, chronograph, alarm, and light functions. 

CASE: 40mm, 100 meter/10 ATM, custom injection molded polycarbonate case, fixed polycarbonate bezel, 
hardened mineral crystal, double gasket custom injection molded polycarbonate pushers,

screw down caseback and spring pin lugs.

BAND: 22mm custom injection molded silicone band with patented locking looper
and polycarbonate buckle.

Design Patents Pending.

Custom Imperial Pilot bezel design Injection molded silicone band with 
Imperial logos

Imperial logos embossed at the 3 and 
9 o’clock position

Custom case back art with related to 
the Imperial Pilot “Crash and burn” 



Imperial Pilot
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Origami
Backpack

C2184SW

FEATURES: Large volume backpack built using heavy duty tarpaulin and 1680D ballistic nylon. Large main 
compartment with military style closure accompanied by an internal cinch closure. Side entry labtop compartment 
and front accessory pocket with waterproof zippers. Custom padded back panel with Imperial logo silkscreen.  
Heat embossed Tiefighter lining. Adjustable sternum strap. Padded shoulder straps. Logo embossed silicone 
loop for attachments. Internal organization pockets including watch pocket. Side Imperial logo silkscreens and 

embossed Star Wars x Nixon leather label.

MAIN BODY: 500 x 500D Tarpaulin
LINING: Embossed 210D Nylon
BOTTOM: 1680D Ballistic Nylon

DIMENSIONS: 11” x 7” x 20”  
VOLUME: 25 liters

Imperial Pilot Black
2242

Internal Print



Imperial Pilot
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Imperial Pilot

23

BUCKLE WIDTH: 5 cm   HEIGHT: 4.5 cm   STRAP: 3.8 cm
 

FEATURES: 100% Genuine Leather belt with custom molded single prong buckle. Tiefighter 
embossed detail on strap. Imperial logo detail at strap end. 

 
SIZES: XS-L

DNA
Belt

C2259SW

Imperial Pilot Black
2242

Imperial Pilot Black
2242

Imperial Pilot Black
2242

FEATURES: Genuine leather wallet with embossed Tiefighter detail. Easy 
access currency sleeve and card slots. Snap coin pocket. Internal debossed 

logo detail. Star Wars x Nixon woven label detail.

FEATURES: Genuine leather wallet with embossed Tiefighter detail. Easy 
access currency sleeve and card slots. Mesh ID window. Internal debossed 

logo detail. Star Wars x Nixon woven label detail. 

Arc Showoff
Bi-Fold Wallet Bi-Fold Wallet

C2257SW C2258SW
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Darth Vader is a Dark Lord of the Sith responsible for wiping out the Jedi and executing 

the Emperor’s evil bidding. Feared by Rebels and Imperials alike, Darth Vader is a 

terrifying union of man and machine hidden beneath black robes and forbidding armor. 

Determined to hunt down and extinguish the Rebel Alliance, Vader commands the 

massive Imperial fleet and rules his forces through unquestionable terror. Once, this 

ominous figure was a young Jedi apprentice named Anakin Skywalker who trained 

under Obi-Wan Kenobi to become a Jedi. Too impatient with his Jedi Master and 

consumed with anger and aggression, Anakin chose a path that could only lead to the 

dark side. He emerged as the villainous Darth Vader. When Vader discovers that one of 

the Rebellion’s greatest heroes is his son Luke Skywalker, he tries to lure him to the dark 

side, but Luke refuses and barely escapes with his Iife. When Vader and his son meet 

again, Luke is a Jedi, like his father before him. In their final struggle, while Luke writhes 

in agony at the hands of the Emperor, Anakin Skywalker emerges from the darkness and 

sacrifices himself to save his son. Through his redemption, Vader’s reign is ended, and 

Anakin Skywalker is once again part of the light side of the Force.

DARTH VADER



Darth Vader

26

The 51-30 Automatic LTD
Superior functionality, featuring a rotating bezel inspired by Darth 
Vader’s helmet, Death Star marker at the 12 o’clock position, and 
individually numbered to denote the highly limited nature of this watch. 

MOVEMENT: Nixon custom Swiss Made ETA 2824-2 mechanical 3 hand with 25 jewels, sweeping seconds and a 
custom engraved rotor with a 9-hour crown and pusher placement. 

CASE: 51mm, 300 meter/30 ATM custom solid stainless steel, solid stainless steel unidirectional rotating bezel with 
countdown timer, hardened mineral crystal, triple gasket screw down crown and pusher, stainless steel screw down 

caseback and screw pin lugs.

BAND: 25 mm custom solid stainless steel 3 link bracelet with stainless steel double locking clasp with micro adjust.

A171SW

Vader Black
2244

Design Patents Pending.

Death Star marker at 12 o’clock position

Custom hour and minute lum filled 
hands with Imperial logo on the hour 
hand

Titanium rotating bezel with design 
lines inspired by Darth Vader’s helmet 

Custom titanium triple gasket crown 
designed to reflect Darth Vader’s 

hyperbolic meditation chamber

Dial design is inspired by Darth Vader’s 
ventilation mask

Custom case back with a famous 
Darth Vader quote“ Most impressive” 



Darth Vader
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Darth Vader
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The 51-30
Rife with worldly good looks, unrivaled details, and clad durability.

MOVEMENT: Nixon custom Swiss Made quartz 3 hand with a 9-hour crown and pusher placement. 

CASE: 51mm, 300 meter/30 ATM custom solid stainless steel, solid stainless steel unidirectional rotating bezel with 
countdown timer, hardened mineral crystal, triple gasket screw down crown and pusher, stainless steel screw down 

caseback and screw pin lugs.

BAND: 25 mm custom solid stainless steel 3 link bracelet with stainless steel double locking clasp with micro adjust.

A172SW

Vader Black
2244

Design Patents Pending.

Death Star marker at 12 o’clock position

Custom hour and minute lum filled 
hands with Imperial logo on the hour 
hand

Custom stainless steel triple gasket 
crown designed to reflect Darth Vader’s 

hyperbolic meditation chamber

Dial design is inspired by Darth Vader’s 
ventilation mask

Stainless steel rotating bezel with 
design lines inspired by Darth 

Vader’s helmet 

Stainless steel caseback with custom 
Darth Vader case back artwork and 

solid steel screw-pin lugs



Darth Vader
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Vader Black
2244

The 38-20
Dial, bezel, and case design inspired by Darth Vader’s hyperbolic

meditation chamber, helmet, and ventilation mask.

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand movement with 9 o’clock crown placement. 

CASE: 38mm, 200 Meter / 20ATM custom stainless steel case with hardened mineral crystal, triple gasket stainless steel 
screw down crown at 9 o’clock, stainless steel screw down caseback, and screw pin lugs. Fixed bezel shows 24 hour time.

BAND: 19mm custom solid stainless steel 5 link bracelet and solid stainless steel double locking clasp with micro-adjust.

A410SW

Design Patents Pending.

Death Star marker at 12 o’clock position

Custom hour and minute lum filled 
hands with Imperial logo on the hour 
hand

Custom stainless steel triple gasket 
crown designed to reflect Darth Vader’s 

hyperbolic meditation chamber

Dial design is inspired by Darth Vader’s 
ventilation mask

Stainless steel rotating bezel with 
design lines inspired by Darth 

Vader’s helmet 

Custom case back art with a famous 
Darth Vader quote “Most impressive” 



Darth Vader
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Darth Vader
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Vader Black
2244

The Sentry SS
Your won’t-quit, always obedient, ever-watchful, and timely guard

against mayhem. Unless otherwise ordered.

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand with day and date.

CASE: 42mm, 100 meter, custom solid stainless steel case, hardened mineral crystal, triple gasket crown 
with enamel fill, stainless steel screw down caseback and spring pin lugs.

BAND: 23-20mm tapered custom solid stainless steel 3 link bracelet with stainless steel double locking 
clasp with micro adjust.

A356SW

Design Patents Pending.

Custom brass dial embossed with 
Imperial logo 

Wire frame hour and minute hands 
with superlum seconds hand

Custom case back art with a famous 
Darth Vader quote “Most impressive” 



Darth Vader
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The Time Teller Leather
High-concept design with custom lightsaber seconds hand and pillowed 

leather band inspired by Darth Vader’s gloves.

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand. 

CASE: 37 mm, 100 meter, custom solid stainless steel case, solid stainless steel fixed bezel, hardened mineral 
crystal, triple gasket stainless steel crown, stainless steel screw down caseback and spring pin lugs. 

BAND: 13-18 mm tapered custom 5 link stainless steel jewelry style bracelet and stainless steel locking clasp.

A045SW

Vader Black
2244

Design Patents Pending.

Pillowed leather band inspired by Darth 
Vader’s gloves

Custom lightsaber seconds hand

Debossed Imperial logo on fixed 
metal looper



Darth Vader
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Darth Vader
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The Small Time Teller Leather
Uncluttered by design, The Small Time Teller Leather features

a debossed Imperial logo and custom lightsaber seconds hand.

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand. 

CASE: 26mm, 100 meter/10 ATM custom stainless steel case, solid stainless steel fixed bezel, hardened mineral 
crystal, triple gasket stainless steel crown, stainless steel screw down caseback and spring pin lugs. 

BAND: 14-12mm tapered custom full grain leather strap with custom stainless steel buckle closure.

A509SW

Vader Black
2244

Design Patents Pending.

Pillowed leather band inspired by Darth 
Vader’s gloves

Custom lightsaber seconds hand

Debossed Imperial logo on fixed 
metal looper



Darth Vader
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Landlock
Backpack

C1953SW

Vader Black
2244

Internal Print

FEATURES: Large volume backpack with easy access side entry laptop compartment. Dual clip 
buckle and cinch closure. Quilted stitch detail on leather front panel inspired by Darth Vaders 
Armor.  Expandable mesh side storage pockets and a small zippered watch pocket on top hood 
closure. Custom padded back panel with Imperial logo silkscreen. Padded shoulder straps.  
Custom heat embossed Death Star Panel lining. Internal organization details. Star Wars x Nixon 

embossed leather logo detail.

MAIN BODY: Leather front panel, 450D side panels, Faux patent leather hood
LINING: Embossed 210D nylon
BOTTOM: Faux patent leather

DIMENSIONS: 13” x 5.5” x 19.7”
VOLUME: 33 liters



Darth Vader
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Darth Vader

33

FEATURES: Genuine leather wallet with quilted stitch detail inspired by Darth 
Vaders armor. Easy access currency sleeve and card slots. Mesh ID window.  

Internal debossed logo detail.  Star Wars x Nixon woven label detail. 

FEATURES: Genuine leather wallet with quilted stitch detail inspired by Darth 
Vaders armor. Easy access currency sleeve and card slots. Snap coin pocket.  

Internal debossed logo detail. Star Wars x Nixon woven label detail. 

BUCKLE WIDTH: 5 cm   HEIGHT: 4.5 cm   STRAP: 3.8 cm
 

FEATURES: 100% Genuine Leather belt with custom molded single prong buckle.  
Embossed stripe pattern inspired by Darth Vaders armor on strap. 

Imperial logo detail at strap end. 
 

SIZES: XS-L

ShowoffShowout

DNA

Bi-Fold WalletBi-Fold Snap Coin Wallet

Belt

C2258SWC2484SW

C2259SW

Vader Black
2244

Vader Black
2244

Vader Black
2244
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The mysterious Boba Fett is the most notorious bounty hunter in the galaxy. Well 

paid and highly sought after, this infamous mercenary scours the galaxy for profit and 

personal reward while leaving an indelible mark on all whom he encounters. Frequently 

employed by the crime lord Jabba the Hutt, Boba Fett is also commissioned by the Sith 

Lord Darth Vader. Fett is one of six bounty hunters hired to track down the smuggler-

turned Rebel Han Solo. It is Fett’s shrewd calculations and stealth that allow him to 

best his criminal colleagues. He leads Vader to Cloud City, where the Rebel heroes 

had sought refuge from the Empire’s impending forces. On the floating city, Han Solo 

is frozen in carbonite and placed aboard the bounty hunter’s personal starship Slave 

I. After collecting his reward from the Empire, Boba Fett returns to Jabba the Hutt to 

collect yet another bounty on his prized cargo. However, Boba Fett and his ruthless Hutt 

employer underestimate the strength and determination of Han’s friends, whose rescue 

efforts erupt into an explosive battle that destroys Jabba the Hutt and his vile court.

BOBA FETT



Boba Fett
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The Ranger LTD
A506SW

Boba Fett Red / Gray
2241

Rugged construction featuring Boba Fett stripe detailing, and
 individually numbered to denote the highly limited nature of this watch. 

MOVEMENT: Miyota Japanese quartz 3 hand movement with date function and crown placement at 4 o’clock. 

CASE: 44mm, 100 meter/10 ATM custom stainless steel case with hardened mineral crystal. Unidirectional stainless 
steel bezel, contrast plated stainless steel bezel insert with color fill countdown timer markings, custom screw bar lugs,

stainless steel double gasket crown, and stainless steel screw down caseback. 

BAND: 22mm custom canvas webbing with genuine leather backing and at sizing holes with solid stainless steel 
buckle closure.

Design Patents Pending.

Bezel inlay is maroon metallic 
anodized aluminum with orange Boba 
Fett stripe detailing

Cerakote™ green case finishing

Custom Boba Fett seconds handCustom case back art with a famous 
Boba Fett quote “As you wish” 



Boba Fett
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Boba Fett

37

The Unit LTD
A197SW

Orange printed Boba Fett stripe detailing, individually numbered to 
denote the highly limited nature of this watch, and custom injection 
molded silicone band with Imperial logos, The Unit LTD delivers all with 

distinctive good looks. 

MOVEMENT: Custom digital module with positive or negative display, 12 or 24 hour time of day, calendar, 
temperature gauge, dual time, countdown timer, chronograph, alarm, and light functions. 

CASE: 40mm, 100 meter/10 ATM, custom injection molded polycarbonate case, fixed polycarbonate bezel, 
hardened mineral crystal, double gasket custom injection molded polycarbonate pushers,

screw down caseback and spring pin lugs.

BAND: 22mm custom injection molded silicone band with patented locking looper and polycarbonate buckle.

Design Patents Pending.

Boba Fett Red / Gray
2241

Custom maroon metallic anodized 
aluminum bezel with orange printed 
Boba Fett stripe detailing 

Injection molded silicone band with 
Imperial logos

Back side of the band features Han 
Solo frozen in carbonite

Custom case back art with a famous 
Boba Fett quote “As you wish” 



Boba Fett
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A-10
Backpack

C2452SW

FEATURES: Top loading backpack forged from distressed PU coated canvas. Large main compartment with zipper 
closure and internal organization with watch pocket. Separate zippered storage area at base and two vertical front 
accessory pockets with waterproof zippers. Custom padded back panel with Imperial logo silkscreen. Padded 
shoulder straps and adjustable sternum strap. Side entry laptop compartment. Small accessory pocket at top and 
top loading back panel zip pocket. Stretch mesh side pockets and side compression straps. Boba Fett helmet 
details on exterior and on internal lining. Custom Han Solo zipper pull. Star Wars x Nixon embossed leather label.

MAIN BODY:  Distressed PU coated cotton canvas
LINING: Embossed 210D Nylon

DIMENSIONS: 11.75” x 6” x 19.5”
VOLUME: 16.5 liters

Boba Fett Green
2248

Internal Print

Custom “Han Solo in 
carbonite” zipper pull



Boba Fett
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Boba Fett
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BUCKLE WIDTH: 5 cm   HEIGHT: 4.5 cm   STRAP: 3.8 cm
 

FEATURES: 100% Genuine Leather belt with custom molded single prong buckle.  
Distressed strap details inspired by the armor of Boba Fett.

Mandalorian Symbol logo detail at strap end. 
 

SIZES: XS-L

DNA
Belt

C2259SW

Boba Fett Green
2248

Boba Fett Green
2248

Boba Fett Green
2248

FEATURES: Genuine leather wallet with distressed detail inspired by the armor 
of Boba Fett. Easy access currency sleeve and card slots. Mesh ID window.  

Internal debossed logo detail. Star Wars x Nixon woven label detail. 

FEATURES: Genuine leather wallet with distressed detail inspired by the armor 
of Boba Fett. Easy access currency sleeve and card slots. Snap coin pocket.  

Internal debossed logo detail. Star Wars x Nixon woven label detail. 

Showout Showoff
Bi-Fold Snap Coin Wallet Bi-Fold Wallet

C2484SW C2258SW
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